
     
 

PhD proposal 

L∪M_INTERMOD: Cross-cognitive and trans-cognitive modelling of multimodal 
biomarkers with artificial intelligence methods. Application to the unified language-

union-memory framework (L∪M) 

Scientific Background. The integration of multimodal data to elucidate the neural processes and 
networks underlying cognition and behavior is a major challenge in cognitive neuroscience. This is 
associated with a current paradigm shift, with neurocognitive models that consider that complex 
interactions between cognitive functions enable human behaviors. The fusion (integration) of 
multimodal data could not only compensate for the limitations of each modality but also detect 
features that are intrinsically multimodal.  
Objectives and research program. This research work is situated at the interface between 
language and declarative memory and addresses the question of their interactive union in a 
multimodal and integrative perspective with artificial intelligence methods. The project will have two 
dimensions, one neurocognitive and another neurocomputational. On the neurocognitive side, the 
objective is to validate and enrich this new theoretical framework L∪M language-union-memory that 
we have recently developed (Roger et al., 2022) and consists in considering that language and 
memory are two inseparable functions and that their evaluation must be done in an interactive joint 
way, rather than in isolation. The project will also have a trans-cognitive dimension to explore this 
framework in normal and pathological conditions. On the neuro-computational side, we will use 
several analysis methods (unsupervised machine learning, graph theory, and deep learning) for 
multimodal fusion and develop transfer learning in the framework of deep learning AI. Multimodal 
biomarkers (neuropsychology, functional and anatomical neuroimaging) have been acquired in our 
previous work.  
Work environment. The thesis work will be performed at LPNC UMR CNRS 5105 (https://lpnc.univ-
grenoble-alpes.fr/) under the supervision of Monica Baciu (https://lpnc.univ-grenoble-
alpes.fr/membre/monica-baciu) and a coordinating team composed of Sophie Achard LJK 
(https://mistis.inrialpes.fr/people/achard/) and Martial Mermillod LPNC (https://lpnc.univ-grenoble-
alpes.fr/membre/martial-mermillod). The PhD student will work in a team including researchers, 
engineers, post-docs, PhD students and M2R students. He/she will interact with researchers and 
specialists of the Brain & Cognition program of the UGA IDEX. He/she will be enrolled in the EDISCE 
doctoral school https://edisce.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/ in the Cognitive Sciences, Cognitive 
Psychology and Neurocognition specialty.   
Candidate profile: Mandatory: M2R degree in cognitive science or cognitive neuroscience or 
computational neuroscience; Strong theoretical knowledge in neurocognition (language and/or 
memory); Methodological knowledge in classical statistics and programming; A mastery of the 
Python language (PyTorch and/or Tensor Flow) will be absolutely necessary at the time of taking up 
the position; English (B2 or C1); Appreciated: Experience with neuroimaging data and/or machine 
learning methods and/or graph theory; Knowledge/experience in AI Deep Learning, Scikit-learn, 
iGraph library 
Start date: October 2022 
Duration of the thesis: 3 years 
How to apply: Send a cover letter, two letters of recommendation and full CV to monica.baciu@univ-
grenoble-alpes.fr  
Deadline for application: June 30, 2022 


